
K-2 DEVELOPMENT TEAM SUB-COMMITEE

Task Force Final Revisions

6 October 2023, 4:00 pm (MDT)

Attendees:

Required (DT): Optional (RT): Optional (OPI): Optional (EDNW):

Shay Kidd
Carla Swenson
Thomas Redmon
Nicole Casper
Andrea Meiers

Becky Berg
Jenny Combs
Kayla Ryan
Amy Jones

Marie Judisch
Katrina Engeldrum

Jacob Williams
Erich Stiefvater

Agenda:
- K-2 Development Team (DT) examines K-2 Math Standards - Cleaned Up - Sept. 2023 and the comments provided

by the team.

- Edits on standards

- Verification that justifications match the task force’s intent

- Establish the date that all final revisions will be added to the document and final clean-up will be conducted to

move forward in the process.

Discussion

- K.CC.B.5 - Previously struck standard. Revised to include standard and change wording to: “Count to
answer "Howmany?" in a variety of arrangements; given a number, produce a set. (Within 20)”

- 2.NBT.B.6 - Question asked, clarification was given. No changes were made.

- 2.NBT.B.7 - Standard previously lacked clarification of “multiple strategies”. Revised standard wording
to: “Add and subtract within 1000 using multiple strategies based on place value, properties, and
relationships.”

- The committee would like to ensure that guidance document elaborations include necessary examples
and specifications of grade-appropriate applications.

- The committee gave clarification that standard code should maintain continuity and if a standard is
struck, a recoding should not occur.

- The committee discussed the possibility that k-12 definitions of words such as “flexibility, efficiently,
and accurately” may be required in the guidance documents.

- Concern was brought on the vertical alignment of the standards. Specifically, has K-2 struck the
examples and elaborations that are inconsistent with 3-12? What decisions should be made on the
belonging of items in guidance documents vs. in the standards themselves?

Action Steps Person In Charge Due Date

Vertical Alignment Committee formed Katrina 10/10/23

Final clean-up and send document to review committee Katrina 10/10/23

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1NAdNITnTidDJbhO2wt4eISy-u0LbG8lvWQUfeDDGE4s/edit?usp=sharing
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